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Peter Falk as Columbo Lieutenant Jack Cassidy as Ken Franklin, writer Martin Milner as James Ferris, writer Rosemary Forsyth as Joanna Ferris Barbara Colby as Lilly La Sanka Lynnette Mettey as Gloria Jr. Bernie Kuby as Mike Tacker Hoke Howell as Sergeant Marcia Wallace as Woman Haven Earle Haley as Second
Reporter So grab two bottles of Champers, $15,000 in cash , and we're going for a walk with Jack Cassidy to his cabin south of San Diego... Dramatis personae Lieutenant Columbo: Peter Falk Ken Franklin: Jack Cassidy Jim Ferris: Martin Milner Lily La Sanka: Barbara Colby Joanna Ferris: Rosemary Forsyth Directed
by: Steven Spielberg Produced by: Richard Levinson and William Link Score by: Billy Goldenberg Written by: Steven Bochco Episode synopsis – Columbus Book Murder Along with Jim Ferris, the womanKen Franklin is half of one of the hottest mysteries of the word , with a series of mysteries bestseller Mrs. Melville in
her name. Unfortunately for Ken, Jim wants to try his hand at solo work. And as Jim actually does all the writing, Ken has a problem on his hands if he wants to maintain his playboy lifestyle (which he certainly does). Ken, you're so playful! After 'joking' to meddle with Jim when he finishes Melville's latest novel, Ken
convinces his partner to accompany him on a trip south to his lakeside hut. He takes Jim to the car, and then comes back up and destroys the office to give the impression that he was shaded by people or unknown persons. Upon arriving at the cabin (through a stop at La Sanka's supermarket), Ken makes Jim play for
his loving wife, Joanna, to tell her that he is working late in the office. While the two are in the middle of the conversation, Ken shoots Jim, unleashing a terrified Joanna to contact the police to let them know that her husband has been shot. And, of course, Lieutenant Columbo is one of the so-called cops. After taking a
shaken Joanna back home, Columbo meets Ken, who rushed to his aid after hearing the news. The Lieutenant is suspicious immediately. In this time of crisis, why did Ken choose to take hours driving back to Los Angeles instead of catching a flight? The detective's suspicions increase after Ken later plants Jim's body
on his own lawn. Ken calls Columbo to alert him, but he still had time to open his mail afterwards. The bills are distracting, says a conscious columbo as he leaves for the night, swinging Ken's bravado. Columbo is quickly on top of Ken, and he's not afraid to show it while Ken tries to convince Columbus that Jim has been
the target of professional success due to researching the East Coast crime lords for an alleged new book, the soft writer's plans take another nose when Lily La the flirtatious widow who runs the supermarket near Ken's cabin makes an unwanted appearance in Los Angeles. She knows Ken's involved in Jim's death
because. Because. saw him in Ken's car when they stopped at his shop on the way to the cabin. Now Lily wants $15, 000 to buy her silence. But she also wants a piece of Ken herself! So, arming himself with Champagne and a bag full of money, he agrees to a dinner chez La Sanka on his next trip south (NB – not an
understatement). At its most charming, the evil Ken courteous Lily with fine wine and the promise of romance in a cozy dinner for two. He delivers the $15, 000. While Lily counts the money, Ken sneaks behind with an empty bottle and (presumably, as the tasteful edition shows no violence) spanks her to death. He
retrieves his money, then rowes into the middle of the lake on Lily's boat and jetisons his body before swimming home. What's scarier: Lily's death, or her dress? In a few years, things are starting to get pretty good for Ken. But he didn't have a home call from the Lieutenant in his cabin the next day. In a classic unsettling
move, Columbus is ostensibly nearby to assess the area for an escape with Mrs. Columbo. You both heard about Ms. La Sanka that morning, although Ken adore her. Then comes the clincher: Columbo asks what people do for fun there at night. Ken makes sure there's no nightlife, just sleep and crickets. Funny, muse
the detective when he leaves. I called last night to tell you I was coming and there was no one home... Concrete evidence eludes Columbo until a conversation with Joanna about Jim's writing habits presents him with his lampmoment. Columbo's case is getting stronger: Ken wasn't home the night of La Sanka's murder.
Ken had given Lily a signed book, proving that he knew her. Columbo found a champagne cork at Lily's house and saw Ken packing champagne for his trip. He knows Ken withdrew $15, 000 and replaced it later. He knows that Franklin will earn $250,000 from jim's life insurance policy, and that he hasn't written anything
in the books in years. But hard evidence eludes him, until a conversation with Joanna about Jim's writing habits presents him with his moment of light. Jim wrote it all, every little idea of history he and Ken ever invented, and hid it somewhere for future reference. Columbo examines every piece of paper in Jim's old office,
finds what he needs, and confronts Franklin there, saying he's under arrest. The second murder of this witness was sloppy, Columbo tells him. It was your idea. But the first murder was brilliant. This can only have been thought of by a great mysterious writer like Jim Ferris. And the whole plot and alibi, in Jim's
handwriting, is now in Columbus' possession. It'll be enough for a conviction. Melville was a terrifying old bird, wasn't he? A stunned Franklin recovers from the shock with an irony irony Surprisingly, the first murder was his whole idea - the only good one I've ever had, he says. He left the office to go downtown, leaving
the camera zoomed in on a sinister portrait of Ms. Melville as the credits roll... Best moment The impressive intro sequence makes the 1st season of Columbus an unforgettable start The introduction of the episode. An incredibly elegant sequence, combining rich visuals with the sound of a writer's typewriter lost in a
world of its own. Thus begins one of the best episodes of one of the best seasons of the best TV show of all time. It's such a difficult introduction, it still has the power to surprise almost 50 years later. My opinion of Book Murder After the hype generated by the hit pilot of the series Ransom for a Dead Man, the creators of
the series and now producers Dick Levinson and William Link have had to hit the ground running with season 1. They did more than that. They absolutely aced it. Since its early moments, Murder by the Book is a genre-defining one. The episode features many of the great elements that would make Columbus the best
detective drama of all time: a wickedly intelligent crime; an almost perfect alibi; and an epic showdown between two extremely contrasting leading stars. Interestingly, Murder by the Book was the second episode of the season to be filmed (behind Death Lends a Hand), but it was so impressive that it was augmented to
open the season at the last minute. I think it was the right decision. No episode deserved the honor of raising the curtain in season 1 anymore. The eggless omelette, only Columbo's milk is an acquired flavor... Needless to say, Peter Falk manages to portray the noble qualities we will love about the character Columbo.
Just look at his sensitive handling of Joanna Ferris in a time of crisis: he conveys a human warmth to the role that the public can't help but respond to. Falk was hitting the right notes in Ransom for a Dead Man. He's up another point here. However, despite this, he remains somewhat short of having mastered the
character. Falk's characterization would continue to evolve throughout season 1 and the same can be said of writing. Legendary screenwriter Steven Bochco (of Hill Street Blues and NYPD Blue Fame) wrote the teleplay for Murder by the Book and is a belter of a story. However, at this early stage of the lieutenant's
career on screen his personality had not been firmly established and his modus operandi as a detective was yet to be blocked. As a result, some of his quickly achieved deductions seem somewhat stretched and he is also much less circumspect, unsettling Franklin with his observations in a more direct way than later will
become the norm. A case question would be when Columbus explodes Franklin's aura of safety after partner Jim's body was found on his lawn. While playing in the police inform them of the traumatic event, Franklin made the mistake of opening his email – an act that Columbus consciously comments on, leaving
Franklin in a troubled mental state. In the coming seasons, the Lieutenant generally softened such moments to leave more doubt in the killer's mind about how much they were in trouble – an approach that works best for Columbus's personality. His candor here in no way hinders the viewer's enjoyment, and Falk's
performance still has the power to hypnotize. A rivalry better on screen than Falk and Cassidy may not exist A good proportion of this pleasure can be attributed to the shimmering chemistry between Falk and Jack Cassidy. To me, Jack is Columbo's last villain and he is perfectly cast here as Ken Franklin; a man to write
for is a lot of effort, but promoting books – and their own interests – on TV, in the press, and in cozy dinners with beautiful girls is second nature. It is suspected that there is much Cassidy in Franklin, as well as there is much Falk in Columbus. Smooth, charming and utterly insensitive, Franklin is the antithesis of the
sloppy, unrefined, unrefined lieutenant. The contrast between the two zings in each scene they share – especially as the episode progresses and Franklin goes from a smug sense of superiority to total annoyance as the detective continues to shadow his every move. Robert Culp and Patrick McGoohan deservedly have
special seats in the hearts of all Columbus fans but, for me, none of them hold a candle for Jack. Words can't describe how delicious I think to watch Jack Cassidy in this episode. He's the last baddie Columbo. The performances of the supporting cast are stronger than we've seen in the pilot episodes. Like Jim Ferris,
Martin Milner squanders responsibility and we really feel for him when Ken pulls the trigger. Barbara Colby brings to life the tragic figure of Lily La Sanka. Here's a woman so lonely and desperate that she's willing to risk everything for a doomed romance with someone she suspects of murder. Rosemary Forsyth, in turn,
portrays Joanna Ferris' anguish at the loss of her husband, as well as suggesting her inner steel and rational mind. It's a shame her career never took off as much as it could. Billy Goldenberg provides the score, which is at the same time distinct, sinister and suspenseful. Goldenberg's contribution to Ransom for a Dead
Man has done much to raise the episode to cinematic levels and he is at his creative best again. He even synthesized the sound effects of the typewriter to include in the main theme of the episode. The guy is a genius, as this little clip attests... Impressive as all this is, I still feel amazed that Steven Spielberg actually
directed this. Despite his years in his suit (he 24 years at the time), there is no doubt that we were witnessing a master at work. O O Long shot of Franklin's Mercedes crossing the streets of Los Angeles, before the camera rescans to reveal Ferris working the typewriter, grabs us and we're never let go. We've become
part of the action through long, continuous scenes and extreme close-ups, while the numerous pov photos help make everything look as big as life on the small screen. In essence, the viewer becomes an eyewitness. The excellent use of shadows and light on faces, the predominant use of locations instead of sets, and a
bright visual style also help define Murder by the Book beyond the standard TV fare. Consider the scene at the restaurant where Franklin courteous Lily La Sanka. The bright red scenery offers a clue to Lily's bloody fate, while positioning Franklin firmly as a devilish figure. Wonderful things. Similarly, it's Spielberg's way
of dealing with Lily's death. As Ken slips behind her and lifts the bottle of champagne to beat her life, they show us Lily turning to the camera and dropping a terrified scream – but we hear only music as the scene disappears. A tribute to Hitchcock, Spielberg had to fight to keep his vision of the scene intact and volume-
free, but, as with almost every production decision made here, it was the right move. Amazingly now, given his legendary status, Falk had to approve spielberg's choice, which was a very unknown amount at the time. Falk was a tough critic, too, who had veto power over directors he didn't rate. However, after a meeting
between the two, the series star was impressed enough to give the new kid in the Universal lot his thumbs up. The rest is history. Lucky for us. Peter relaxes with a young Steven Spielberg on the set of Murder by the Book in 1971 Murder by the Book is not perfect, however. The gotcha, in particular, is weak compared to
everything that comes before him. The central premise of the show was to establish a perfect crime, so having Columbo solve it by discovering the perfect clue. I don't think we're rewarded with a perfect lead here. What if Jim wrote the original assassination plot? An operator as smooth as Ken Franklin could come up
with a hundred plausible explanations for this in the blink of an eye. I don't see him confessing that. Murder by the Book establishes quite a statement of intent for the series, which is why it remains such a compelling view to this day. It's not a fatal flaw, but when compared to great Columbus gotchas like those in Suitable
for Framing or Candidate for Crime, the episode definitely ends in something of an anti-climax. But this is not the fault of Falk, Cassidy or Spielberg, who did everything in their power to maximize the potential of the episode. And for being so iconic so masterful in so many ways, this is the only episode I would recommend
a newcomer to the program. Program. that, they're going to be hooked because Murder by the Book establishes a hell of a statement of intent for the series, and that's why it remains such a compelling view to this day. Gotcha weakly aside, Book Murder is EPIC visualizing Barbara Colby's real fate was as tragic as Lily
La Sanka's. In July 1975, after finishing teaching, Barbara was shot while walking to her car, in a crime apparently for no reason, and died at the scene. She was only 36. Although some suspects were caught, nothing was connected to them and the crime was never solved. You can read more details about this very sad
story here. As I classify them so far as a new novel by Mrs. Melville, Murder by the Book jumps to the top of the leaderboard! You can read the reviews of the previous episode by clicking on their titles below. Book List Murder: MurderRansom by a Dead Man Where Book Murder Is On Your Favorites List? Vote for your
number one episode in the best episode of Columbus here. Thank you, as always, for reading. I'll be back soon with a review of another Columbus epic: Death Lends a Hand. Contribute to the maintenance of this site for only $3 Read my thoughts on the 5 best moments of Murder by the Book here Cheers until next
time... What did you think of this article? Article?
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